One of the main issues in comparative genomics is the study of chromosomal gene order in one or more related species. Recently identifying sets of orthologous genes in several genomes has become getting important, since a cluster of similar genes helps us to predict the function of unknown genes. For this purpose, the whole genome alignment is usually used to determine horizontal gene transfer, gene duplication, and gene loss between two related genomes. Also it is well known that a novel visualization tool of the whole genome alignment would be very useful for understanding genome organization and the evolutionary process. In this paper, we propose a method for identifying and visualizing the alignment of the whole genome alignment, especially for detecting gene clusters between two aligned genomes. Since the current rigorous algorithm for finding gene clusters has strong and artificial constraints, they are not useful for coping with "noisy" alignments. We developed the system AlignScope to provide a simplified structure for genome alignment at any level, and also to help us to find gene clusters. In this experiment, we have tested AlignScope on several microbial genomes.
Introduction
Alignment is a procedure that compares two or more sequences by searching for a series of individual characters or character patterns that are in the same order in the sequences. This procedure assists in designating the functions of unknown proteins, determining the relatedness of organisms, and identifying structurally and functionally important elements and other useful functions. 9, 12 Many widely divergent organisms are descended from a common ancestor through a process called evolution. The inheritance patterns and diversities of these organisms have significant information regarding the nature of small and large-scale evolutionary events.
The complexity and the size of the genome make it difficult to analyze. Because the large amount of biological noises is present when visualizing genomes, it is not enough to simply draw the aligned pairs of various genomes. Therefore an alignment visualization tool needs to provide a method for viewing the global structure of whole genome alignment in a simplified form at any level of detail. Figure-1 clearly illustrates this problem. In Figure- 1, the resolution of the snapshot is 800 by 600 pixels, so one pixel corresponds about 6000 bases of a given genome sequence.
Currently there are several systems for visualizing the alignment of genomes. The NCBI Map Viewer 14 provides graphical displays of biological features on NCBI's as-sembly of human genomic sequence data. GeneViTo 5 is a JAVA-based computer application that serves as a workbench for genome-wide analysis through visual interaction. GenomePixelizer 1 generates custom images of the physical or genetic positions of specified sets of genes in whole genomes or parts of genomes. This method assists in comparing of specified genes between genomes. However, the available genome viewers do not conveniently display the global structure between two genomes since these viewers only draw sets of alignment or gene pairs ( Figure-1) and genome alignment has a lot of aligned pairs. So, we propose a novel visualization system to establish meaningful features, especially gene clusters, in whole genome alignment using "zoned hierarchical clustering" method. Zoned hierarchical clustering method clusters all alignment pairs to illustrate a simplified view. A fundamental question in genomics is the relationship between chromosomal gene order and function. Current evidence suggests that genes are not randomly distributed on the chromosomes and that genes which are physically close to each other tend to represent groups of genes with a functional relationship even if they are not contiguous. These groups of genes are called "gene clusters" or "gene teams" in two or more genomes. 3, 6, 7 Identifying conserved gene clusters is important for many biological problems, such as genome comparative mapping, studying transcriptional neighborhoods, predicting gene functions and other problems. For this purpose, Steffen 7 and Takeaki 13 proposed that a common interval in a sequence be used, but in practice, they also considered assumptions. Corteel 3 introduced the concept of a "gene team", which is a set of orthologous genes that appear in two or more species, possibly in a different order yet with the distance between the genes on the team for each chromosome is always within a certain threshold. For this model to function properly each gene can have at most one orthologous partner in the other chromosome. Xin 6 removes this constraint in the original model, and thus allows the analysis of complex prokaryotic or eukaryotic genomes with extensive paralogs. Kim 8 searches for gene clusters with and/or without physical proximity constraint. Other work identifies functional modules from genomic association of genes using protein interaction networks. 11 Currently the rigorous algorithms for finding gene clusters require strong and artificial constraints. For example, distances between adjacent genes within a cluster are smaller than given threshold. Since they allow a few "noise" genes which don't included in a cluster, they are not useful for coping with the "noisy" genome that occurs in practice. Our method enables not only to provide a simplified structure of genome alignment but also to assist in detecting of gene clusters.
Clustering for Gene Pairs
Since the previous visualization tools for genome alignment mainly consider genetic information such as ORF and gene prediction and annotation, they are not useful in the study of the relationships.Our AlignScope visualizes relationships at any simplified level and also predicts gene clusters using a zoned hierarchical clustering algorithm.
Preliminary
In this paper, we only consider a pairwise whole genome alignment. Many local alignment tools such as BLAST, FASTA, MUMer and GAME can be used to obtain the alignment. Without loss of generality, we denote an upper genome by U and a lower genome by L. 
.
• An alignment pair a i = (u i , l j ) where u i is the opponent of l j in terms of an aligned pair.
• |c x | denotes the cardinality of a cluster c x .
where v x and w x are the minimum and maximum positions of c x at U, and p x and q x are those of c x at L. • A distance between two clusters, c x and c y ,
Figure-2 shows an example of our notations.
• In genome U, Figure 2 . . The plot shows an example of genome alignment between two genomes U and L. In genome U,
Zoned Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical clustering is a statistical method for finding relatively homogeneous clusters and determines clusters of similar data points in multi-dimensional spaces based on empirical data and a certain kind of distance measure. 10 It starts with each case in a separate cluster and then combines the clusters sequentially, reducing the number of clusters at each step until only one cluster is left. When there are N input data, this involves N −1 clustering steps, or fusions. Now we will cluster all alignment pairs to illustrate a simplified view from the whole genome alignment in order to construct a simplified structure of alignment pairs. We use the concept of hierarchical clustering modified, "zoned hierarchical clustering", for clustering of alignment pairs. There are 6 stages for zoned hierarchical clustering:
(1) Sort all alignment pairs by their geometric center on the basis of upper genome. (2) Assign each alignment pair to a base cluster, i.e., c x = {a x }. If we have n alignment pairs initially, we will have n clusters at the start. (3) For each cluster, we must compute local "effecting zone" which is dependent on the structure of the on-going cluster. (This procedure will be explained later.) (4) Find the nearest pair of clusters using ∆(c x , c y ). In this procedure, we consider only "effecting zone" of each cluster for search area. This will prevent searching all candidate clusters. (5) Merge the pair of the nearest clusters. This is the basic procedure of hierarchical clustering and procedure produced the clustering tree. (6) Repeat steps 3 and 5 until all clusters are merged.
Effecting Zone of each cluster
Typical hierarchical clustering techniques find the nearest pair of each pair in the alignment pairs. In the case of single-link clustering, this process takes very long time, O(N 2 ). For fast clustering, we need to consider a small local zone to find the nearest clusters. So our method takes O (k · N) , where the number of data in a local zone is k.
Two Density Measures for Level-of-Detail and Detection of Gene Clusters
The zoned hierarchical clustering process generates a tree or a dendrogram, where each step in the clustering process is illustrated by merging two clusters. Each internal node in clustering tree represents a cluster. We define two density measures for each cluster to view the simplified structure of whole genome alignment as level of detail. One is "area density (σ a )" and the other is "line density (σ l )". Area density is the number of alignment pairs divided by the sum of the two interval distances at U and L of the geometric polygon (in fact a trapezoid) that covers alignment pairs in c x (Figure-4) . Line density is the number of properly contained alignments divided by all alignments on either side of c x in U and L. The formal definition of σ a and σ l is given in the following:
• Let the number of alignment pairs contained in I(c x ) be t, then σ l (c x ) = 2 * |c x |/t.
AlignScope can visualize at any simplification level to select clusters with a certain σ a or σ l in a tree. And since σ l means a noise rate of a cluster, we can detect gene clusters according to the noise rate.
Spliced Gene Clusters
In addition to providing a simplified structure for detecting gene clusters, AlignScope can find gene clusters. Figure-3 shows the clusters detected by our method and common interval method. Note that several alignment pairs have been mixed at Genome 1 while most of them are pure at Genome 2. The clusters consist of these alignment pairs, they shall be called "spliced clusters". The spliced clusters are determined by zoned hierarchical clustering. We speculate that the spliced cluster between the genomes is related to evolution. 
Visualization of Gene Pairs

Data Filtering
AlignScope is able to display the features of the whole genome in real-time. Since it is sometimes hard to understand genes in specific region or with certain alignment score, AlignScope supports various filtering options to analyze these data. It supports the following filtering functions:
• Filtering by alignment score: AlignScope uses a large number of alignment pairs from alignment programs such as BLAST 2 and GAME 4 with specific alignment score.
• Filtering by physical position: Since images drawn by AlignScope fit typical computer monitors without scrolling due to the large size of genome, it is difficult to view information on individual genes or alignment pairs. So, AlignScope extracts data by selected regions of interest.
• Filtering by |c x |s within a cluster: Zoned hierarchical clustering generates clusters with a various |c i |. AlignScope can extract clusters by a |c i |.
Shape and Color of Alignment pair
There are two kinds of gene clusters, parallel clusters, and reverse clusters which mean that the order of the aligned genes is reversed. The colors and shapes of alignment pairs represent the degree that they are parallel or reverse. Let Color(c x ) be a color assigned to cluster c x , N be the number of crossing alignment pairs in c x , and |c x | = M. In Figure-4 , the total number of crossing alignment pairs is 8. And two shapes, which are sand clock and rectangle ( Figure- •
Experiment Result
We have tested the performance of AlignScope on two data sets. AlignScope uses a large number of alignment pairs from alignment programs such as BLAST and GAME, or gene pairs between two genomes. The first data set is a group of three prokaryote genomes, A. fulgidus, P. abyssi, and M. thermautotrophicus. We generated by COGs database alignment pairs from A. fulgidus vs. P. abyssi and A. fulgidus vs. M. thermautotrophicus, respectively, i.e., an alignment pair is made if a pair of genes in each genome is belonged to the same COG. Figure-5 shows an example of the steps to detect gene cluster using AlignScope. Figure 5 . Example of the steps to detect a gene cluster which is shown at Table- A. fulgidus with M. thermautotrophicus, the longest cluster found by AlignScope has the same genes except COG0255 as shown in Table- 2. It is interesting that all genes except COG0255 in A. fulgidus are parallel with those in M. thermautotrophicus, but all genes in A. fulgidus cross completely to those in P. abyssi. Note that AlignScope represents the rate of crossings of genes in a cluster to its color and shape (See Section 3). The second data-set is a pair of E.coli K12 vs. B.subtilis. Alignment pairs are made in the case that a pair of genes in each genome has the same gene name. AlignScope enables to adjust the simplified level of clusters (See Section 2.4). Figure-6 shows global structures comparing the spliced clusters described Section 2.5 with Xin's. 6 We checked some clusters and compared to the result of previous work. For the selected gene clusters, AlignScope detected most of sets of gene clusters found by Xin. 6 Interestingly, there were gene clusters of candidate clusters determined by AlignScope that Xin did not detect. To the best of our knowledge, the concept of a "spliced" gene ordering or alignment has not been reported before. Now we are investigating the biological meaning of the "spliced genes" found by AlignScope. Figure-7 (b) shows a set of spliced clusters in Table- 3.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new method for visualization of whole genome alignment. A novel visualization tool for the whole genome alignment would be very useful for understanding genome organization and the evolutionary process. Several genome viewers already exist, each one serves a different need and research interest. AlignScope is easy to use in a computer environment and helps understanding the relationship and gene clusters between two genomes. Our system is freely available on http://jade.cs.pusan.ac.kr/∼alignscope. The main features of AlignScope are as follows: (a) all clusters between E.coli K12 and B.subtilis (b) a set of spliced clusters in Table- • AlignScope provides an intuitive controls for the visualization of whole genome alignment at any simplified level.
• AlignScope is very-fast since we only consider a few "effecting zones" in each alignment and not the whole region of a genome. This improves the intractability between biologist and bioinformatics software.
• By using AlignScope, the candidate sets of gene clusters in whole genome can be easily found. In addition, AlignScope can detect the interesting "spliced" gene transfer, which was not possible in the previous approaches based on single string algorithms.
